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Abstract: A significant amount of work has been done in routing disciplines to find out optimum paths for the successful on time delivery of 

information packets. The previous work focuses on distance and energy parameters to decide the best paths, but other parameters as latency 

also affect the performance. The optimization algorithms are also used for best path selection. These, optimization algorithms made a set of 

possible routes for data transmission from source to destination and the best route from the set is selected as routing path considering the 

same parameters. Once the path is chosen the performance metric calculations are drop out. Now, in case the chosen path is found to be 

attacked, it is declared as faulty one and the whole process is again repeated to find out the path which is free from faults. Thus, these routing 

processes take more time and introduce convergence delay. Therefore, the author proposes a novel approach of finding the optimum paths by 

taking into consideration; not only the distance, energy parameters, but also the latency or convergence delay parameters.  
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Introduction 

     The advancement in the technology enlarges the network architecture with heterogeneity. The communication between different types of 

devices in a single huge network needs a common interface, results the adaption of IP interface by the Wi-Fi, LAN as well as Wimax 

etc[1][2][3]. Different routing protocols have been designed to select the optimized path in the IP network with less delay and packet loss to 

transfer the data to the destination via intermediate nodes. A significant amount of work has been done in routing disciplines to find out optimum 

paths for the successful on time delivery of information packets. It can be seen from the literature that the performance metrics considered to find 

the paths have been mostly the distance and energy, or in other sense the previous work focuses on distance and energy parameters to decide the 

best paths, but other parameters as latency or delays are affected by the techniques being used in literature which alters the proper transmission of 

packets[4][5]. This can be made clear from the view that in earlier work, the route which covered shortest distance or needs the least energy is 

selected as the path for transmitting data. Then were introduced optimization algorithms for best path selection. These, optimization algorithms 

made a set of possible routes for data transmission from source to destination and the best route from the set is selected as routing path 

considering the same parameters. Once the path is chosen the performance metric calculations are drop out[6]. Now, in case the chosen path is 

found to be attacked, it is declared as faulty one and the whole process is again repeated to find out the path which is free from faults. Thus, these 

routing processes take more time and introduce convergence delay[7]. Therefore, the author proposes a novel approach of finding the optimum 

paths by taking into consideration; not only the distance, energy parameters, but also the latency or convergence delay parameters and how these 

parameters can be controlled in order to enhance the network performance. The best path will be chosen on the basis of the fitness function and if 

the presence of the attacker node in the chosen path is found, the whole process will not be repeated again but the next path in the table will be 

then selected as route for data transmission[8][9]. The novel approach is compared with the existing ones and the results shows that the proposed 

technique has better results. 

 

1.  Optimized OSPF approach 

        The author proposes the successful resolution to the problem defined above by not only  giving the modified OSPF but also provided a 

comparison where the traditional approach is first simulated and then the modified OSPF is processed, thereby giving an exact differences of the 

various parameters which are taken for performance measurements[10][11]. This whole process of proposed technique ensures reduction in delay 

thereby quick transmission of packets and high throughput and decrease in loss of packets[12]. The detailed proposed algorithm is explained 

through the flow diagram given in Figure  1. 
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Figure 1: Flow Diagram of Traditional Approach along with Proposed Work. 

 

 

2. Optimized OSPF based on Moth Flame Algorithm 

     In this work the OSPF algorithm is optimized by using the moth flame algorithm.  The moth are replaced by the nodes i.e. there is one moth 

for each node and the position of the node is considered as the position of the moth. As the nodes are placed in real world environment so the 

number of dimension D=3. The complete process can also be understood by the following algorithm: 

 

Optimized OSPF Algorithm( Source, Destination) 

1. Initialize the Network: 

For i=1:N 

  For j=1:3  

  MNi,j= random position between given network area 

 End 

 Calculate fitness value 
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2.               FN=QuickSort(MN) 

3.  OFN= QuickSort(OMN) 

4.            =Source 
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v. OFN= QuickSort(            
,             

) 

vi. End if 

vii. Update b and t 

viii. Update             

   End while 

6. Exit 

The above algorithm is used to generate an optimized path.  

    

3. ENHANCED MOTH -FLAME OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM (MFO ALGORITHM) 

     The existing Moth-flame optimization algorithm is an optimization in light of the routing system of the moth which is a sort of butterfly 

towards the moon utilizing the moon light. The moth moves towards the goal in a straight line when the goal is far away while the same plays out 

the winding movement when goal is nearer. Be that as it may, the calculation actualize the marginally changes conduct to keep away from the 

neighborhood minima. The calculation utilizes the explorative and additionally exploitation pursuit to get an enhanced solution
17

. Here, we 

design an enhanced moth flame algorithm by updating the position of moth with respect to the moth moving towards moon with minimum cost. 

The position of the moth is updated by using the eq (1) 

       
                                    (1) 

Here,     is the position of the ith moth to be updated with respect to the best moth position i.e.     . The rand is random variable ranging 

from 0-1. The improvement factor is considered in-between 1-2 on experimental basis. The updated value of the moth will lead to the generation 

of the corresponding fitness function generation   
 
.   The updated value of the     can be obtained using eq. (2).  

       
                

                 (2)   

The equation (2) demonstrates that the change in position of moth is accepted only if the updated leads to better fitness cost.  

4.  ADAPTIVE OPTIMIZED OSPF BASED ON ENHANCED MOTH FLAME ALGORITHM 

In this work the OSPF algorithm is optimized by using the enhanced moth flame algorithm.  The moth are supplanted by the nodes i.e. there is 

one moth for every node and the position of the node is considered as the position of the moth. As the nodes are set in real world condition so the 

quantity of measurement D=3. The position matrix representing the moth based on nodes is given by eq. (9). 
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Here, n is the number of nodes in the network.   The distance of current node from the destination is used to generate the corresponding fitness 

value. The fitness value is generated by using the eq. (10). 
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Corresponding fitness value matrix is given by the equation (11): 
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]         (11)  

The flame matrix gives the position matrix of the best neighbor node to be selected in the route by any node given by eq. (10) and corresponding 

fitness value matrix generated using the eq. (10) is given in the eq. (13). 
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The position of the node to be selected next in the route is given by the eq. (14) 

       
  |     |                     (14) 

The new position obtained using the equation (14) need not be the exact position of the node, so the node nearest to the updated position is to be 

selected, so the eq. (14) is applied to generate the matrix in eq. (15). 
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]      (15)  

The position of each node is further updated by using equation (16)  

       

        
                             (16) 

Where the terms has the same meaning as described in previous section.  The  updated position is accepted only by use of equation (17). 

           

         
        

         (17) 

Perform the quick sort on matrix    
  to generate the updated     matrix.  Now, the algorithm select the      or      based on the 

corresponding fitness value. It means the nodes with better fitness value (lower value is better) are get selected. If the route failed due to any 

attack then the alternative node get selected. The process gets repeated until the destination gets reached.  The complete process can also be 

understood by the following algorithm: 

 

Adaptive Optimized OSPF Algorithm( Source, Destination) 

1. Initialize the Network: 

For i=1:N 

  For j=1:3 

  MNi,j= random position between given network area 

 End 

 Calculate fitness value 
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End 

2.               FN=QuickSort(MN) 

3.  OFN= QuickSort(OMN) 

4.            =Source 

5. While                         

 

ix.       
  |     |                    

x.       

        
                           

xi.           

         
        

   

xii. Generate the Distance matrix by using eq. (12) 

xiii. Select Next Node in The route 

xiv. FN=QuickSort(            
,             

) 

xv. OFN= QuickSort(            
,             

) 

xvi. End if 

xvii. Update b and t 

xviii. Update             

   End while 

6. Exit 

The above algorithm is used to generate an optimized path.  The implementation and results of the algorithm are discussed in next section. 

   

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

    The performance evaluation section includes two parts, the first part discussed about the simulation parameters and the second one revealed 

the experimental results. 

a. Simulation Parameters 

Firstly, we assumed network range of 100*100 measurements and which is further partitioned into 9 squares. Each square contains approach 

measure of nodes. The position of the source and goal are settled in the block 1 and block 9 individually and every node is furnished with some 

underlying vitality esteem. The trading of data would be in the middle of source and goal and it is mandatory that the route goes into each shut 

and select a node from each piece. Toward the start there is an era of beginning populace, which gives the arrangement of routes arbitrarily 

between source to goal. The vitality of each course is accumulated i.e. the vitality of every node in each piece is summed up and the wellness 

capacity is assessed on the premise of most astounding vitality esteem recovered by any course. The best course is along these lines chose. The 

reenactment parameters are given beneath area of 100*100 m
2 

and initial energy of .5 joule. The Figure 3 to 5 compares the proposed adaptive 

optimized OSPF algorithm with traditional OSPF algorithm, Modified and Optimized OSPF algorithm in terms of Delay,  Energy Consumption 

and throughput.  
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Figure 3: Comparison of Delay for Traditional, Modified, Optimized OSPF and Adaptive Optimized OSPF 

 

The Figure 3 compares the delay of the traditional, modified, optimized OSPF and adaptive optimized OSPF. The performance shows that the 

delay gets decreased in the adaptive optimized OSPF due to inclusion of the dynamic optimization process. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of Energy Consumption for Traditional, Modified, Optimized OSPF and Adaptive Optimized OSPF 

 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of Throughput for Traditional, Modified, Optimized OSPF and Adaptive Optimized OSPF 

The Figure 4 and 5 compares the energy consumption and throughput of the traditional, modified , optimized OSPF and adaptive optimized 

OSPF respectively. The performance shows that the energy consumption gets decreased while the throughput is enhanced in the adaptive 

optimized OSPF as more reliable path is selected for the backup. 

Conclusion 

This work examines the significance of directing conventions in correspondence systems, which empowers the clients to get associated and share 

data whenever. Through writing it is demonstrated that regardless of broad research, there still remain issues like dealing with execution 

measurements, for example, union time or deferral. This ends up being one of the testing issues, which ought to be thought about while growing 

new OSPF plans has been portrayed in the issue characterized by the creator in particular area. Contemplating this the creator proposes a novel 

approach which chipped away at producing the reinforcement ways in order to overlook long route procedures to discover ideal ways. The 

proposed system execution is measured through deferral and vitality parameters and the outcomes demonstrate a wide contrast between the 

conventional methodologies and the proposed one and demonstrate as novel in the lessening of postponement and vitality utilization, hence 

giving improved execution of systems. 
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